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The consumer object reigns supreme 
in American society
Shopping and consumption have become the trademark of  identity
The social act of
exchange
makes value.  has cultivated a Mecca for commodity exchange
The social phenomenon of the Mall
The mass produced Mall typology.
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VOID

dead mall : a shopping mall with a high vacancy rate, or low 
consumer traffic flow; void.
dynamic obsolescence : commodities are designed around the idea 
that what is useful today, will not be tomorrow.
the next big thing : the recurring promise of tomorrow’s newer, 
bigger, and better commodity.
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Commercialized Institutions : The Guggenheim Museum, Frank Lloyd Wright
The Guggenheim Museum : The Continuous Urban Spiral
Commercialized Institutions : The Guggenheim Museum, Frank Lloyd Wright
The Guggenheim Museum : Continuous Surface of Program + Circulation
          around Vertical Celebratory Void
 
Commercialized Institutions : Cultural Exchange
Sotheby’s Auction House : The Auction Floor
Commercialized Institutions : Cultural Exchange
Sotheby’s Auction House : The Clearing of the Auction Floor, as a Gathering Space for Exchange 
Institutes of Commerce : Proprietary Exchange
New York Stock Exchange : The Trade Floor
Institutes of Commerce : Proprietary Exchange
New York Stock Exchange : Commercial Exchange situated underneath the Civic Void
Institutes of Commercial Chaos  : Proprietary Exchange
Las Vegas Casino : The Gaming Floor 
Institutes of Commercial Chaos  : Proprietary Exchange
Las Vegas Casino : The Clearing of the Gaming Floor surrounded by the Sprawl of the Resort 

The mass produced Las Vegas Resort typology.
typical sprawl strategy to fit las vegas context new void strategy to challenge las vegas context
horizontal sprawl negotiated around narrow circulatory void vertical sprawl negotiated around massive celebratory void
central vertical void surrounded by relentless spiral combines circulation + program endless surface for exchange


Plinth  as Clearing : Cut Void : Connect down to Strip Spiral as Icon : Spiral as Continuous Circulatory Surface + Celebratory Void : Icon
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Spiral Expands to Form Open Floor Plates : Shop as Void
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Secondary Plates form off Spiral to accomodate Various Vegas Activities Plates are Pinned in Place with Trusses
Contained in double-layer Box : Vertical Mass
Contained in double-layer Box : Vertical Mass
Store Plates Punch through Inner Skin of Box
Stores Boolean to Outer Skin of Box : Connecting Back to the Vegas Strip
Box Contains Secondary Circulation from Store to Store : Escalators + Cores
Store Plates meet Irregular Diagrid to Transfer Load to Ground : Interior Configuration as Response to Neon






